We introduce some generalizations of Kadec'-Klee norms and use them to study characteristics of subspaces of conjugate spaces and smoothness. We give some connections between such characteristics and basic sequences, which yield, in particular, sharpenings and simpler proofs of some known characterizations of reflexivity.
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I v a n S i n ge r conjugate space of a (KK) space with separable conjugate space remain valid for sub-(KK) spaces. In §3 we shall show that either one of the sub-(KK) or sut>-(KK ) properties is the link between smoothness and Frechet differentiability. In §4 we shall give some complements to our results of [76] on non-smoothness of non-reflexive second conjugate spaces 1 . Finally, in §5 we shall show that the converse of a connection between characteristics and basic sequences, observed in [76] , is also true; in particular, this will yield sharpenings and simpler proofs of some known characterizations of reflexivity of Banach spaces. We shall consider only real Banach spaces, but the proofs can be easily extended to the complex case.
.
We r e c a l l (see [6] ) that the characteristic of a subspace V (by subspace we shall always mean closed linear subspace) of a conjugate Banach space E* i s t h e greatest number r = r(V) such that the unit c e l l S y = {/ € V | Il/H S i } of V is a(E*, £)-dense in the r -e e l l rS E t = {/ e E* | Il/H 5 r} of E* (clearly, 0 S r(V) S i ) . In [7] i t was proved that if E i s a (KK) space with separable conjugate space E* , then for every proper subspace V of E* we have r(V) < 1 . Now we shall prove that t h i s result remains valid for arbitrary sub-(KK) spaces. THEOREM 1 . Let E be a snb-(KK) space. Then for every proper subspace V of E* we have r{V) < 1 .
Proof. Assume, a contrario, that V is a (norm closed linear) subspace of E* with V / E* , r{V) = 1 . Then there exists g 6 P\V with H^ll = 1 , where P is the subset of E* occurring in the definition of sub-(KK) norms (indeed, by the Bishop-Phel ps Theorem [4] , P is dense in E* ) . Since r(V) = 1 , there exists a net {g^J^p c V with WgJ] 2 1
whence ||<TJ| •+ ||^|| . Consequently, since E i s sub-(KK), ll'Tj-g'll * 0 , whence g € V , a contradiction, which completes the proof.
1
The author takes this opportunity of stating that on page 1*10, line of [76] , "$ # 0" should read "$(/) # 0" . Now we shall show that either one of the sub-(KK) or sub- (KK ) properties is precisely the condition which must be added to smoothness (denoted by (S) ) , in order to obtain Frechet differentiability of the norm of E at every non-zero point (denoted by {F) ) .
THEOREM 2. For a Banach space E the following statements are equivalent:
1°. E is (F) ;

2°. E is (S) and sub-(KK) ;
3°. E is (S) and sub-[KK ) .
Proof. Clearly, (F) =» (S) . Assume now that E i s (F) and l e t fod)d& 
and they satisfy / " > / , [9] . Hence, since E is sub-(KK 1 , we v a n S i nger norm continuous on 0",, = {x € E I ||x|| = l } , whence E is (F) , [9] .
hi Thus, 3° ^l 0 , which completes the proof.
REMARK I . We r e c a l l that a Banach space E is said to be (VS) {very smooth) if i t i s smooth and if the support mapping x -*• f is continuous on a_ = {x € E | ||x|| = 1 } from the norm topology of E to the a(E*, E**) topology of E* , o r , what is equivalent [70] , i f the canonical image of E in E** i s smooth as a subspace of E** (that i s , with respect to the functionals in E*** ). Sullivan has proved ( [20] , Theorem 3) that i f E i s (S) and (KK), then E is (VS). Since (F) implies (VS) [20] , [70] , the implications 2° ^l 0 , and 3° =* 1° of Theorem 2 above are sharpenings of Su I I i van's Theorem. The equivalence 1° '^ 3° can be also proved by using characterizations of (F) in terms of "strongly smooth" p o i n t s , and of (S), due to Smulian [7S], [77] (see also [ 7 / ] ) ; in the p a r t i c u l a r case of reflexive spaces, essentially t h i s l a t t e r equivalence has been obtained, with a different method, in [ 5 ] . In [74] , Proof of Theorem 3, i t has been shown, with the argument of the above proof of the implication 3° ' " I 0 , that (S) A (KK^) °* (F). In [?6] we have proved some results on the open problem whether the second conjugate E** of a non-reflexive Banach space E is non-smooth, showing that for a large class of spaces t h i s is indeed the case. Here we want to point out some more consequences of the results of [76] Proof. By [2] , E satisfies the condition of Theorem 3 above.
More generally, the same conclusion also holds for non-reflexive subspaces of cyclic Banach spaces and of a-complete and a-order continuous Banach lattices ([27], Theorems 8 and 18).
5.
We recall that a sequence {x } in a Banach space E is called a In ['6] we have observed that if E contains an asymptotically monotone non-shrinking basic sequence, then E has a subspace F (namely, F = [x ] ) such that F* contains a proper subspace V with r(V) = 1 . Now we shall prove that the converse is also true and we shall deduce some consequences; the techniques of the proof below, which is a natural extension of the techniques of Mazur (see [3] 0 and Gelbaum [S] , may be of interest, for other applications too.
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I van S i n ge r Proof. "As we mentioned already in the preceding, the sufficiency part was observed in [76] . I van S i nger
We recall that if G, Y are subspaces of a Banach space E and a_ = {x d G I IHI = 1} , the number
Then, by ( l ) , {x } i s an asymptotically monotone basic sequence [ 3 ] ,
[&] and, by (2) , {x } i s non-shrinking (even "of type P* " in the sense of [75] ), which completes the proof. subspace V with r{V) > 0 if and only if E i s non-reflexive. Thus the above r e s u l t s constitute a sharpening of the theorem of Pe-fczynski [72] , [73] that every non-reflexive Banach space E contains a nonshrinking bounded basic sequence {x } such that f\x J -1 (n = 1, 2, . . . ) for some f t E* (this result was f i r s t obtained for spaces with bases in ['5] ) and hence also of the classical Eberlein-Smulian theorem that every non-reflexive space E contains a bounded sequence which has no weakly convergent subsequence (indeed, if a basic sequence {x } has a weakly convergent subsequence \x > , then clearly
x -^~* 0 ) . Note that the above proof is considerably simpler than those of [?2], [73] , and i t avoids the use of the second conjugate space E** .
